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Copper Slag Recycling
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impurities in Singapore. JPL Industries
had turned SembCorp Marine’s costly
revenue-generating business and saved
an estimated $12 million each year in
production costs at the shipyards.
JPL Industries would collect, recycle,
treat and convert copper slag wastes into
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invested in a tanker-sludge treatment plant

along the Straits of Malacca. Supported by
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problem of copper-slag disposal into a
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be sold to government departments,
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abrasive blasting at shipyards, during
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the expertise of Singaport Cleanseas, its

usable copper slag and other value added
products. The treatment plant would act
as a collection centre for used copper
slag and isolate its contaminants. From
there, the treated copper slag would
undergo drying and grading at the
processing plant.
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modern oily-waste management facilities
covering an area of 6,000 square metres
could treat oily waste without
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been recognised and fully endorsed by
Indonesia’s Ministry of Environment for
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the complete oily waste treatment process.
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The recycled copper slag would be reused
as an abrasive or as a replacement for
sand and aggregate composition or be
sent to the company’s concrete plant.
The concrete plant had been built with a
capacity to convert recycled copper slag
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